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BILLIE ENGLAND’S RESPONSE TO DEBTORS’ THIRTY-SEVENTH 
OMNIBUS OBJECTION REGARDING HIS CLAIM 

 
 In support of Billy England’s claim and in response to the Debtors’ 

objection to his Claim states as follows: 

THE FACUTAL BAISIS FOR THE CLAIM 

1. Billie England’s claim against General Motors Corporation arises as the 
result of a products liability claim his wife, Fannie England filed in The 
Metcalf County Circuit Court, which was removed to the Western 
District of Kentucky.  GM filed its bankruptcy before the statue of 
limitations had run against it. 

 
2. On or about August 17, 2007, at about 1:30 P.M. on Ernie England 

Road, in or near Edmonton, Kentucky, Fannie L. England was the 
restrained operator of  a 1995 Chevrolet, Model K10753, pick-up truck, 
VIN number:  2GCEK19K2S1210107 when she was struck by another 
vehicle traveling in the opposite direction. 

 
3. That when Fannie L. England’s vehicle left the road it struck a tree 

with its left front with sufficient force to cause serious injury to her 



lower extremities, including but not limited to an open tibial plafond 
fracture and an open fracture of her tibia, her air bag did not deploy. 

 
4. In addition to the airbag’s failure to deploy, there was an intrusion the 

foot well of the driver’s side of the vehicle which increased the 
likelihood that she would sustain the severe, disabling lower extremity 
resulting from this collision. 

 
5. The forces in this collision were well within the forces expected to be 

experienced by people involved in collisions on our highways. 
 

6. Offset collisions are recognized as a frequent collision mode for motor 
vehicles and intrusion into the foot well is known to cause serious 
lower extremity injuries of the type sustained by Fannie L. England. 

 
7. As a result of the injuries she sustained Fannie England incurred, and 

her husband was responsible for medical expenses totaling 
$155,687.42. 

 
8. On February 24, 2009 Fannie L. England filed her complaint against 

General Motors and other defendants in the Metcalf County Circuit 
Court in Edmonton, KY and was, subsequently, removed to the United 
States District Court for the Western District Court for the Western 
District of Kentucky Bowling Green Division. 

 
9. On March 11, 2009 Fannie L. England died of causes believed to be 

unrelated to the injuries she sustained in the collision of August 17, 
2007. 

 
10. On June 24, 2009, the District Court ordered the matter stayed 

because “General Motors Corporation, has filed for relief under Chapter 
11 of Title 11, United States Code, with the United States Bankruptcy 
Court, for the Southern District of New York. Bankruptcy Court Case 
Number 09-50026(REG).” 

 
11. On November 30, 2009 Billie England filed his claim in this 

matter in the amount of $250,000.00. 
 

12. Under Kentucky law he is the sole party to have any right of 
recovery in any survival action, he is entitled to recover for loss of 
spousal consortium and he was jointly responsible for the medical bills 
incurred by her for her treatment as a result of the injuries sustained 
in the event at issue. 
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THE LEGAL BASIS FOR THE CLIAM 
 

Billy England’s claim arises as a result of injuries sustained by his wife 

and expenses he incurred for her medical treatment for the injuries 

described above.  An action was filed on Mrs. England’s behalf alleging 

that she sustained her injuries as a result of the design and/or 

manufacture of a vehicle designed and manufactured by General Motors 

Corporation.  The England’s claim is controlled by Kentucky Law.  

Kentucky, as most jurisdictions, recognizes an automotive manufacturer 

may be liable for an “enhanced injury” or for “crashworthiness claims, 

Toyota Motor Corp. v. Gregory, 136 S.W.3d 35 (Ky. 2004).  As explained 

by the court, these claims arise not as a result of the collision, but arise 

because the vehicle did not provide proper protection in reasonably 

foreseeable collisions: 

In a crashworthiness or enhanced injury case, the plaintiff claims not 
that a defect in a motor vehicle caused a collision, but that a defect in 
the vehicle caused injuries over and above those which would have 
been expected in the collision absent the defect. The claim, in essence, 
is that the design of the vehicle failed to reasonably protect the 
occupant in a collision. These cases are also known as second impact 
cases, the first impact being the vehicle's collision with another object, 
and the second impact being the occupant's contact with interior 
structures or components of the vehicle.  Id. p. 41 
 

Gregory also sets forth the plaintiff’s burden in these cases: 

The elements of a prima facie crashworthiness claim are: (1) an 
alternative safer design, practical under the circumstances; (2) proof 
of what injuries, if any, would have resulted had the alternative, safer 
design been used; and (3) some method of establishing the extent of 
enhanced injuries attributable to the defective design.  Id. 
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There can be no dispute that that despite forces sufficient to cause the 

injuries described above, the air bag in Mrs. England’s 1995 1500 pickup 

did not deploy.  Here GM can not dispute that that the first element is 

met.  A “safer alternative design” would be an air bag that worked.   

  

Photo showing the steering wheel with air bag still in the steering 
wheel. 
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This was at least a factor in the severity of the injuries she received.  

As will be seen, in addition to the failure of the air bag, is also the failure 

of to maintain the integrity of the occupant compartment.  It might be 

argued that the air bag’s failure to deploy was not a direct cause of her 

injuries; however, that argument can not be made concerning the 

structural failure of the vehicle.  

The primary cause of her injury was the failure of the vehicle to 

maintain occupant compartment integrity in the foot well.  The 

importance of maintaining occupant compartment integrity and the 

methods by which this is accomplished have been long known.  In 1969  

a paper was published at the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) 

Annual Congress, entitled, appropriately, “The Crash Survival Space,” E. 

Franchini, Chief Structure Dept., Auto Avio Research Laboratories, FIAT, 

SAE 69005 it was concluded that: 

The provision of ensuring a "survival space" is of primary importance 
among the measures taken to obtain a reduction in decelerations 
through the controlled deformability of the structure. The advantage of 
this deformability, on the other hand, can be exploited only if 
occupants wear a safety belt.  In present, well-designed cars, it seems 
generally possible to preserve a survival space in several types of 
collision at least up to a speed of 30 mph. 

 
 Most directly on point as to all issues in this case is the presentation 

made to the 1992 Congress.  “Biomechanics of Injuries to the Foot and 

Ankle Joint of Car Drivers and Improvements for an Optimal Car Floor 
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Development,” D.Otte, H. von Rheinbaben & H. Zwipp, SAE 922514.  The 

authors address all aspects of the plaintiff’s proof in this case: 

This study clearly demonstrates that foot fractures are induced in 
direct connection with the deformation of the footroom. They are 
definitely car-specific injuries which are only caused by the mechanism 
direct impact load and relative body movement. By this mechanism 
the feet are loading in leg direction and the body relative movement 
set against this. Therefore the foot glides off the brake pedal or under 
the brake pedal causing a rotation of the foot. Then when the footwell 
deformation is going far the feet are jammed in the deformed 
footroom and in this way are exposed to bending as well as to 
compression pressure. 
 
An avoidance of foot fractures appears to be possible when the 
footroom is not subjected to a deformation. This justifies the demand 
for a stable passenger compartment in the region of the footroom. 
First steps in this construction direction can already be seen with some 
new vehicle models.  Id. 
 

 The paper included a crude drawing that, while crude, clearly shows 

the mechanism of injury when there is intrusion into the foot well: 
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This is exactly what happened to Mrs. England: 
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This article also addressed the issue of reasonable alternative design: 

First steps in this construction direction can already be seen with some 
new vehicle models (fig. 10). 

 
A copy of the full article is filed with this response and marked Exhibit A. 

 Mrs. England’s injuries are described in the hospital discharge 

summary as: 

PRINCIPAL FINAL DIAGNOSIS: 

1. Open right tibia fracture. 
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2. Open right tibial pilon fracture. 

These injuries are different than the ones described in “Biomechanics 

of Injuries to the Foot and Ankle Joint of Car Drivers and Improvements for 

an Optimal Car Floor Development,” but the mechanism of these injuries are 

clearly related to this event.  The very term pilon (hammer) fracture, was 

introduced to describe these compression injuries.  The mechanism of the 

injury involves vertical loading driving the talus into the distal tibia; position 

of foot & rate of loading affect injury pattern, Duke Orthopedics,  Wheeless' 

Textbook of Orthopaedics 

http://www.wheelessonline.com/ortho/tibial_plafond_fracture 

Mrs. England received excellent treatment at the University of 

Louisville Hospital and its excellent trauma team, but her recover was long 

and arduous .  This is the nature if these injuries.  Operative treatment of 

complex intraarticular fractures of the distal tibia remain fraught with 

difficulty and the complication rates and need for further reconstructive 

surgery remains high “Open Reduction and Internal Fixation Of Tibial Plafond 

Fractures;  Variables Contributing to Poor Results and Complications”.  SM 

Teeny and DA Wiss.  CORR. Vol 292. 1993. p 108-117. 
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             Examples of tibial plafond fractures. 

 

An example of an open tibial pilon fracture 

l records are filed with this 

UE OF THE CLAIM 

 As indicted Mrs. E uries in this event.   

ICAL EXPENSES

Copies of excerpts of Mrs. England’s medica

response and marked Exhibit B. 

THE VAL

ngland sustained significant inj

Her medical expenses were as follows: 

SUMMARY OF MED  
 

DATE MEDICAL PROVIDER TREATMENT AMOUNT
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8/17/2007 S Helic  
 

$tatCare opter transport 16,609.00

8/17/2007-
8/25/2007 

 of Louisville 
Hospital 

t, 
edications, room &  

$University Emergency Treatmen
m
board 
 

118,509.32

8/17/2007 University Emergency 
Medical Associates 

ncy Room 
ttending physician 

$810.00Emerge
a

8/23/2007 
Associates 

of 
wound 

$8205.00University Surgical Surgical disinfection 

 
8/18/2007 University rthopedic 

Associates 
dic evaluation 

nd surgery 
$3194.00O Orthope

a

8/27/2007  Home 
Health Care 

g and 
wound care 

$134.57T.J. Samson

 

Skilled nursin

8/28/2007 Home 
ealth Care 

g and 
wound care 

$170.73T.J. Samson 
H
 

Skilled nursin

8/31/2007 Home 
ealth Care 

g and 
wound care 

$125.00T.J. Samson 
H
 

Skilled nursin

9/01/2007 Home 
ealth Care 

g and 
wound care 

$23.80T.J. Samson 
H

Skilled nursin

9/04/2007 Home 
Health Care 

g and 
wound care 

$165.66T.J. Samson 

 

Skilled nursin

9/07/2007 Home 
ealth Care 

g and 
wound care 

$125.00T.J. Samson 
H
 

Skilled nursin

9/11/2007 Home 
ealth Care 

g and 
wound care 

$165.66T.J. Samson 
H
 

Skilled nursin

9/14/2007 Home 
ealth Care 

g and 
wound care 

$125.00T.J. Samson 
H
 

Skilled nursin

9/17/2007 Home 
ealth Care 

g and 
wound care 

$165.66T.J. Samson 
H
 

Skilled nursin

09/18/2007 Campbell dical Group  Dr. 
Campbell 

$117.00Me Follow-up w/

9/21/2007 T.J. Samson Home Skilled nursing $125.00
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Health Care 
 

9/22/2007 Home 
ealth Care 

Skilled nursing and 
wound care 

$7.48T.J. Samson 
H
 

9/25/2007 Home 
ealth Care 

g and 
wound care 

$167.88T.J. Samson 
H

Skilled nursin

 
9/28/2007 Home 

Health Care 
g and 

ound care 
$125.00T.J. Samson 

 

Skilled nursin
w

10/02/2007 Home 
ealth Care 

g and 
wound care 

$167.88T.J. Samson 
H
 

Skilled nursin

10/05/2007 Home 
ealth Care 

g and 
wound care 

$125.00T.J. Samson 
H
 

Skilled nursin

10/09/2007 Home 
ealth Care 

g and 
wound care 

$141.78T.J. Samson 
H
 

Skilled nursin

10/12/2007 Home 
ealth Care 

g and 
wound care 

$125.00T.J. Samson 
H
 

Skilled nursin

10/16/2007 Home 
ealth Care 

g and 
wound care 

$126.40T.J. Samson 
H

Skilled nursin

 
10/19/2007 Home 

Health Care 
g and 

ound care 
$125.00T.J. Samson 

 

Skilled nursin
w

10/23/2007 
 ealth Care 

g and 
wound care 

$126.40T.J. Samson Home 
H

Skilled nursin

 
10/26/2007 Home 

Health Care 
g and 

ound care 
$125.00T.J. Samson 

 

Skilled nursin
w

10/30/2007 Home 
ealth Care 

g and 
wound care 

$140.52T.J. Samson 
H
 

Skilled nursin

11/1/2007 University thopedic 
ssociates 

valuation 
and treatment 

$3647.00Or
A

Orthopedic e

11/03/2007  Home 
Health Care 

$125.00T.J. Samson Skilled nursing 

11/05/2007 Home 
Health Care 

Skilled nursing $125.00T.J. Samson 
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11/07/2007 Home 
Health Care 

Skilled nursing $125.00T.J. Samson 

11/09/2007 Home 
Health Care 

Skilled nursing $125.00T.J. Samson 

 
11/13/2007 Home 

ealth care 
Skilled nursing $125.00T.J. Samson 

H
 

11/14/2007  Home 
ealth Care 

Skilled nursing & 
supplies 

$19.14T.J. Samson
H

 
 

11/15/2007 Center for Orthotic and 
Prosthetic Care 

itting and placement 
f right RTB fracture 

$1039.00F
o
orthosis 
 

11/29/2007 Campbell Medical Group   with Dr. 
ampbell 

$87.00Follow-up
C

TOTAL 
 

  $155,687.42

 
opies of her medical bills are filed with this response as Exhibit C. 

 known 

ith 

C

 As can be seen from the medical records, medical bills and the

course of these type injuries Mrs. England required ongoing treatment of a 

significant injury for a long period of time.  During that time Billie England 

was required to take care of her.  Fannie England’s death was unexpected 

and, not clearly connected to the injuries she sustained in this collision.  

Still, it meant that the last years that Billie had with his wife were spent w

him taking care of her.  It should be seen that his claim for $250,000.00 was 

quite conservative and should be approved as it stands. 

CONCLUSION 
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 For the reasons set forth above, the debtor’s objection to Billie 

England’s claim should be overruled and his claim returned to the process 

where by he may receive, likely, some small portion of what he is entitled to 

for what he and his wife endured. 

     David V. Scott 
     1338 Miller Lane 
     P.O. Box 99 
     New Albany, IN 47151-0099 
     Telephone:  (812) 945-5222 
     E-Mail:  dave@davescott.us 
 
     By:  s/ David V. Scott_  
     Counsel For Creditor, Billie England 
 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 
 I certify that on this 30th day of 2010, I electronically filed the 

foregoing with the Clerk of the court by using the CM/ECF system.   

Paper copies of this response were mailed to: 

Harvey R. Miller, Esq. 
Stephen Karotkin, Esq. 
Joseph H. Smolinsky, Esq. 
Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP 
767 Fifth Avenue 
New York, New York 10153 
 
Ted Stenger 
c/o Motors Liquidation Company 
500 Renaissance Center, Suite 1400 
Detroit, Michigan 48243 
 
Lawrence S. Buonomo, Esq. 
General Motors, LLC 
400 Renaissance Center 
Detroit, Michigan 48265 
 
John J. Rapisardi, Esq. 
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Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP 
One World Financial Center 
New York, New York 10281 
 
Joseph Samarias, Esq. 
United States Department of the Treasury 
1500 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Room 2312 
Washington, D.C. 20220 
 
Michael J. Edelman, Esq. 
Michael L. Schein, Esq. 
Vedder Price, P.C. 
1633 Broadway, 47th Floor 
New York, New York 10019 
 
Thomas Moers Mayer, Esq. 
Amy Canton, Esq. 
Lauren Macksound, Esq 
Jennifer Sharret, Esq. 
Kramer Levin Naftalis & Frankel LLP 
1177 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, New York 10036 
 
Diana G. Adams, Esq. 
Office of the United States Trustee for the Southern District of New York 
33 Whitehall Street, 21st Floor 
New York, New York 10004 
 
David S. Jones, Esq. 
Natalie Kuehler, Esq. 
U.S. Attorney's Office, S.D.N.Y 
86 Chambers Street, 3rd Floor 
New York, New York 10007 
 
Elihu Inselbuch, Esq. 
Rita C. Tobin, Esq. 
Caplin & Drysdale, Chartered 
375 Park Avenue, 35th Floor 
New York, New York 10152-3500 
 
Trevor W. Swett III, Esq. 
Kevin C. Maclay, Esq. 
One Thomas Circle, N.W., Suite 1100 
Washington, D.C. 20005 
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Sandra L. Esserman, Esq. 
Robert T. Brousseau, Esq. 
Stutzman, Bromberg, Esserman & Plifka, P.C. 
2323 Bryan Street, Suite 2200 
Dallas, Texas 75201 
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Biomechanics of Injuries to the Foot and Ankle 
Joint of Car Drivers and Improvements for an 

Optimal Car Floor Development 

Abstract 

In the study 140 belt-protected car drivers with 
foot fractures, distortions and luxations were 
analysed and the injury mechanisms in the car 
interior which are responsible for the occurance 
of foot fractures were defined. Accident docu
mentations carried out from 1985 to 1990 by the 
traffic accident research of Hannover are the ba
sis of these investigations. 
It was established that foot fractures for car dri
vers are, to an amount of 1. 3 %, quite rare. In 
view of the fact, however, that foot fractures re
sult in a rather high rate of injury consequences 
in treatment it is shown that the demand for 
modifications of the vehicle interior is justified. 
The study demonstrates that two characteristic 
mechanisms must be regarded seperately: This is 
on the one hand in direct succession the force 
mechanism which always results from footroom 
deformations. On the other hand it is a simple 
supporting and slip-off mechanism of the feet 
which may already occur in connection with les
ser accident severities and without footroom de
formations. In the study vehicle-technique solu
tions are recommended for the reduction of foot 
injuries. 

1. Introduction 

In the development of the car, the car interior 
has been improved as well. While the cars of the 

509 

D.Otte 
Medical University Hannover 

H. von Rheinbaben 
Kreiskrankenhaus GroBburgwedel 

H. Zwipp 
Medical University Hannover 

1960's were predominantly equipped with woo
den steering wheels and non-bolstered dash 
boards, the cars of the 1980's and 1990's have 
steering wheels covered with foamed rubber and 
bolstered dashboards, impact absorbing elements 
on the steering wheels as well as airbag and seat 
belt. The pronounced improvement of the injury 
situation of car occupants in traffic accidents 
may not in the last place be attributed to the 
safety belt. The Official Accident Statistic of the 
German Federal Republic shows for the former 
territory of the republic (fig. 1), beginning at 
1971, a constant reduction in the number of fatal 
car occupants. Especially in frontal collisions, 
the seat belt proved its high protective quality. It 
became evident that the injury pattern of car pas
sengers was visibly changed by the seat belt 
(Otte et al., 1). 

Gogler (2) did show in an investigation in 1976 
that only 20% of the injured car occupants were 
protected by safety belts. Predominating as in
jury sources were the windscreen with 30% and 
the steering wheel with 40%. At the Surgeons' 
Congress at Vienna in 1991 Zeidler (3) however 
pointed out that in earlier years the windscreen 
and steering wheel could hardly still be regarded 
as injury sources, but that in the current situation 
with belt using of over 90 % the number of in
juries caused by the footroom had increased. 
This relative increase of foot injuries was due to 
the fact that the seat belt reduced the total num-



a rutt,

1974
regulation for seat belt requlrernefi ior belt

egulpmern on front seats using front s6ats

1984
fine for not using

seat belt front seats
fine lor not using
seat bealts
rear 99ats

o

h.Lrd i.F-|fcof Oe,rrly
lw.aLan co{rtrlaa only,

rlL5ao

year of accldent

ber of injuries and some typical injury causing
parts, therefore in the situation with belt includ_
ing foot fractures as well gives a higher imagi-
nation of the foot fracture frequent.

In order to obtain statistically representative re_
sults, a continuous accident research, including a
statistic spot-check procedure is needed. These
demands could be accomplished by accident
documentations of the Traffic Accident Research

Unit Hannover, which have been carried out

continuously since 1985 with a defined spot_

check procedure at the site of the accident by a

science research team (Dilling, 4).

It is the objective of this study to carefully analy_
se the injury situation of the foot and also the
biomechanics of foot injuries as well as the in_
jury mechanisms in the footroom of cars. This
can be carried out with a detailed accident ana_
lysis, from which beside vehicle deformations
and injuries, divided by type, localisation and
severity, movement trajectories of occupants in
the kinematic and collision phases could be
gained.

2. Method

The team which consists of technicians and me"

dical doctors, approaches in the city and country
district of Hannover the site of accidents, im.
mediately after the accident event. Accident
traces are registered with a photogrammetric
measuring camera. True-to- scale drawings ale.
constructed. This procedure is the basis of an

extensive accident reconstruction for the defini_,
tion of vehicle and occupant kinematics. Medicali
registrations of the injuries are made, divideii
into type, localisation and severity, and classihei I

in accordance with AIS (American Association i
of Automotive Medicine - 5). i

3. I4iury causes for belted and non belted
car drivers

Comparing all single injuries of belt-protected
car drivers with those without belt (fig. 2), itbe.
comes evident that without belt 19% of all iniu.
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ries are induced by the region of the windscreen'

With belt usage, they are with 5'5% much more

rate, With belt usage, the dashboard can also be

reguded as injury cause in only tl'2%' Without

beit usage 16.5% were caused by an dashboard

imoact. For the steering wheel, however, the

frquency distribution of all injuries to car users

witft tt.Z and l0.8Vo respectively shows hardly

any difference between belt and non belt usage'

Wittr tett usage 7.8% of the injuries, and

without 8.5% were attributed to the footroom'

This reveals in the statistic analysis of todays

accident situation an insignificantly higher pro-

portion of foot injuries without belt usage' With

regud to the frontal impact, the restricted analy-

sis of the accident situation shows with and with-

outbelt usage the same proportion of 8'3% of

injuries attributed to the footroom' This dem-

onstrates that the use of the safety belt does not,

or only insignificantly influences the injury

situation of the foot, but that external accident

circumstances like deformation and energy trans-

mission play a part to an increased extent'

4, Foot Injuries of belted Car Drivers

4.1 Case basis

Accidents of the years 1985 to 1990 were

evaluated. These are a case collective established

from spot check procedures. The evaluation was

carried out as statistically weighting and can be

regarded as rePresentative.

14b belt-protected car drivers suffered foot

fractures, 
-distortions 

and luxations' Not included

were patients with exclusively soft tissue injuries

to the foot region. Each single case was

subjected to an in-depth analysis' The injuries

are described separately in detail and divided

5'11



Fig. 3:

of the skeletal footreglons
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into 8 anatomic regions for representation within

the framework of this evaluation (fig' 3):

all belt-protected drivers n : 5880 was includeil

for demonstration Purposes'

4.2 Patterns of foot injuries

The proportion of foot fractures for car driven

can witll I.3% not be regarded as very high' but

it is however higher than for co-drivers with

0.7% and for rear-seat passengers with 0'8%' A

portion of 36. l% of all foot fractures concernei

ihe region of metatarsale and 37 'l% the anklt

joint fiaUte 1) . Toe fractures are with 13'0%

relatively frequent too, which shows that tht

medial foot region as well as the ankle-joint ut

especially exPosed to injuries'

phalanx, metatarsale, Lis-Franc-joint' tar-

sus, chopart-joint, talus, calcaneus' ankle

joint.

For the definition of injury mechanisms' exclu-

sively car drivers with belt protection were

observed, in order to minimize the number of

influental factors regarding the resulting injury

,"qu"n."r. Within the framework of the analysis

in addition the representative proportion of

certain injury patterns for the total collective of
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Table 1: of t-oot fiactures
n% n%

phdanx (toe)

ligamental nrpture

luxation fract. toe joint

fnclurt toe V

fncture toe I

fncture toe II

fiacture ioe III

fncture toe IV

netrtarsal bone (middle foot)

bu€fr8cture I

basefncture III

brrcfracture IV

brsefracture V

subcap. fracture II

ubcap. fracture III
ubcap. fracture IV

ubcap. fracture V

upr.bas.fract. III
supr,bas.fract, IV

oupr.bas.fract. V

capitulumfract. II
crpitulumfract. III
capitulumfract. IV

cqitulumfract. V

totrl

I
2

4

)
)
2

I

I
)
I
2

)
6

6

J

2

I
I
I
5

4

2

108

13,0%

0,93

l,85
3,70

I,85

I,85

I,85

0,93

0,93 36,L%

I,85
0,93

0,85

1,85

5,56

5,56

4,63

l,85

0,93

0,93

0,93

2,'t8
3,70

l,85

100,00

lisFranc's joint
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The left foot is with 52.0% only insignificantly
more frequently fractured than the right one.

Fractures of both feet are established in only
6,8T0.

Regarding the toes, it is shown that the base of
the 5th limb is especially frequently fractured,

while all other toes are not as often and rela-

tively equally involved. In the metatarsale region

the centre bones II to IV are involved more fre-

quently and often marked as sucapitale or capitu-

lum fracture respectively.
Fmctures of the tarsus are observelJ in 7 .4% .

Fractures in the region of the Lisfranc joint as

well as the chopart joint were not observed in
connection with belt usage.

0n the ankle joint, fractures of the inner

malledus are often established, as well as distor-

tions, and especially frequently bimalleore luxa-

tion fractures. The latter represent I4.8% of all
foot fractures.

Combination fractures, i.e. fractures of the foot

in combination with the tibia, so-called "Weber-
fractures", are at approximately 2% very rare.

4.3 Accident conditions for foot injuries

Two-thirds of all foot fractures occurred in a

frontal impact, one-third in lateral collisions, but
none in a rear impact (table 2). It was estab-

lished that foot fractures in lateral collisions oc-

curred in impact directions from left almost

twice as often as from right.
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In almost each case of phalanx, talus and cal-

caneus fractures a footroom deformation was in-

volved, but not so often in the case of metatar-

sale fractures (7l.8Vo), and even less frequently

in the case of tarsus (66,7Vo) and ankle-joint

fractures (65Vo).

The deformation of the footroom (fig. 4) was

predominantly from the front direction (43.4%)

or was the result of an oblique frontal impact

(38.27o frontolater aI, 6 To fronto-medial).

Within the framework of the accident recon-

struction, in each case the impact impulse angle

on the vehicle could be defined. It is shown in

figure 5 that foot fractures for car drivers with

belt too were induced in connection with

footroom deformations if in frontal collisions the

impact-impulse angle occurred in the region

between 11 and 1 o'clock, ie. up to 45 degrees

from the left and 45 degrees from right and in

lateral collisions between 8 and 11 o'clock.

However, especially frequently at 10 o'clock

slightly oblique from the front (5t.9%). In im-
pacts from right this occurred exclusively in the

region between 1 and 2 o'clock.
While phalanx fractures predominate under cir-

cumstances of frontal impact directions, the ta-

lus, calcaneum and metatarsale are often frac-

tured in a slightly oblique frontal impact direc-

tion. For tarsus fractures more lateral impacts

could be observed (tab. 3).
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With increasing Delta-v values a different occur-

rance ptoUaUifity it apparent fol YTously 
frac-

tureO ioot regions. While ankle-joint fractures

Jrrr*r, in relative proportion to the Delta-v

nJott, fractures of the metatarsale visibly in-

u*r.. Thi, proves that fractures of the ankle-

joint appear *ittt to* load under a foot move-

ment. wien the foot glides down with a side-slip

from the brake pedal. Hereby the foot is rotate

lateral. Addition to this a sliding of the body

pt"O"..n a load inside the ankle-joint' This

mechanism is of considerable importance regards

to ankle-joint fractures. With increasing speed

,t *g" this effect is overlapped by direct force

on ti'" middle foot region' In consequence this

iesult, in more frequent traumatisation of the

metatarsale and Phalanx'
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porting movement applies a force to the whole

leg region, and will consequently lead to a lift-
ing-up movement of the foot. The deformation

of the footroom will in addition effect a gliding

downward movement with slide-side effect from

the brake pedal and a following rotation of the

bony foot structure. Herewith a turning motion

of the ankle joint laterally in opposite direction

of the supporting movement occur. Injuries, es-

perially to the joints, can already occur in iso-

lated decelerations, without the additional impact

force by the deformation of the footroom. This

would explain why in frontal collisions one-

fourth of fractures occured without footwell de-

formations, in the lower Delta-v levels up to 10

km/h exclusively ankle-joint fractures, and oc-

casionally only injuries of the metatarsale were

established (ftg.7).
The following kinematic patterns are classified

as mechanisms for foot injuries:

jamming compression
plantar flexion
dorsal flexion

Tab 4:

pronation
supination
direct deformation load
supporting/body load

In table 4 the mechanisms for the different frac-

tures are shown. The illustration of the mecha-

nisms is described in figure 8. It is obvious that

I0,lTo of the mechanism occurred as result of
jamming the foot or with compression between

deformable structures and also l0.l% occured in
direct deformation load. Fractures of the

metatarsale were registered with 69.2% as an

isolated supporting body load. Fractures of the

talus exclusively occur only by supporting, ild
fractures of the calcaneus by supporting and by

the combination of lateral compression, rotation,

and body load. Injuries to the ankle-joint were

induced very seldom in an isolated supporting

mechanism, but more in combination with
isolated rotation (45Vo), impact mechanism and

combination with rotation (22.5Vo) and in

addition to body load (22.5Vo).

total

mechanism

compr6s- plantar dorsal prona- supina- direct suppor-

sion jam- flexion flexion tion tion impact ting body

mering defor- load

mation

total 159 1O.1o/o O.60/0 0.6o/0 2}.'loh 17.6oh lO.1"h,----qOE%.

mechanism
total

localieation ol foot tracturo

ohalanx metatarsal tarsus talus calcaneum anklo joint

total 108 406363914

isol. compression

isol. rotation
isol. impact
isol. body load

compr. + rotation

compr. + impact

compr. + body load

rotation + impact

rotation + body load

impact + body load

compr. + rot. + body load

compr.+rot.+impact
compr. + impact + body load

rot. + impact + bodY load

all mechanisms

24.'1"/o

3.7o/o

35.2o/o

8.3o/o

0.9%
2.8o/o

3,70/o

12.Oo/o

5,60/o

1 .9o/o

1 9o/o

7.1o/o 7.7"/o 66.7oh 45.Oo/o

28.6o/0

14.3o/o 69.20/o 16.70/o lOO.Ooh 83.3%
- 22.5o/o

- 2.60h

7.1o/o 5'1o/o

- 7.7Yo - 2.5o/o

- 7.7o/o 16.7oh 22.5o/o

42'soh- 
- - 

'- 
16.7;" 2.s;"

5.Oo/o
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Fis. 9: Typical mechanism of footroom deformation with foot fractures

movement of the pedal and footwell region
within the deformation effects gives in this way
an intensification of this injury mechanism.
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5. Measures for avoidance and reduction of 
foot fractures 

This study clearly demonstrates that foot frac
tures are induced in direct connection with the 
deformation of the footroom. They are definitely 
car-specific injuries which are only caused by the 
mechanism direct impact load and relative body 
movement. By this mechanism the feet are 
loading in leg direction and the body relative 
movement set against this. Therefore the foot 
glides off the brake pedal or under the brake 
pedal causing a rotation of the foot. Then when 
the footwell deformation is going far the feet are 
jammed in the deformed footroom and in this 
way are exposed to bending as well as to com
preSSIon pressure. 

An avoidance of foot fractures appears to be 
possible when the footroom is not subjected to a 
deformation. This justifies the demand for a sta
ble passenger compartment in the region of the 
footroom. First steps in this construction direc
tion can already be seen with some new vehicle 
models (fig. 10). 

The lateral footroom which is already deformed 
at low force, but especially in lateral collisions, 
must be included in this stable passenger com
partment. The transmission tunnel midsize must 
also retain its shape. For those foot injuries 
which occurs without a footroom deformation a 
low accident severity grade could be established. 
Therefore a further measure should be a protec
tive construction of the pedals considered, in or
der to avoid the increase of the axial load for the 
feet, due to the deformation of the footwell and 
the consequent shifting in opposite direction to 
the driver's movement on the one hand. On the 
other hand to avoid that the pedals' laterally ef
fecting penetrate to the foot, the pedals should 
not be constructed with a smal edge, but be 
equipped with a relatively broad side edging. It 
could be pointed out as a future idea to develop a 
new pedal modification as electronic sensors in 
the floor. 

An avoidance of footroom deformation is also 
recommandable, as in todays accident situation, 
in frontal collisions such deformations occur al
ready at quite low Delta-v values. Figure 11 
shows for overlapping degrees of the colliding 

Fig. 10: Example of a modern construction of the frame for force transmission to the footwell by 
Daimler-Benz 
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.l
poriion of footroom deformations in

frontal collisions (impulse angle +'6Oof

overlapplng

[-l to 33 %

HFl,iiEil ss-ee so

I ee-roo %

n=286

n=142

n=107

0 3140

1985-90

4t60 > 50

delta'v
- blr 2O 2l€O

welghted ln statsflcal mannor

n=535

cu front, especially fot ll3 to 213 overlapping

proportionally high footroom deformations, i'e'
up to Delta-v value 50 km/h a 33Vo overlapping

for foot injuries predominates. A test for

footroom stability should be included in the

framework of a crash-test below one third of
overlapping and it must be proposed, that in all

te$ procedures the force will be measured in the

foot of the dummY.

6, Discussion

The high frequency of foot injuries in todays

traffic situation as claimed in the literature as by

Zeidler (3), could not be verifred within the

framework of the study. Only 8.5% of all inju-

ries sustained by belt-protected car drivers are

foot fractures, distortions or luxations respec-

tivelv.

Despite the fact that foot fractures are with ap-

proximately 2To relatively rare for belt-protected

drivers, preventive measures are called for. In
comparison to other injuries, foot fractures result

in a high rate of injury consequences in treat-

ment. According to investigations by the German

Professional Trade Association (6)' ankle and

foot injuries require with 8% the highest rate of
stationary treatment, result with l9Vo in the

highest rate of complications, and require with

2l% the highest rate of rehabilitation measures.

A calcaneus fracture leads most frequently to a

reduction in earning capacity (MdE) of 25To,

fractured ankle-joints result to a 26.6Vo reduc-

tion of earning capacity. In view of the fact that

pension claims can already be made at 20Vo of
working disability, foot fractures must be re-

garded as a serious type of injury from a trauma-

tologic point of view. This justifies the demand

for future vehicle-technique structuring of the

footroom in cars:

cz6
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530 South Jackson Street 
Louisville, KY 40202 
Telephone 502-562-3000 

lJniversity Hospital 
lk~L.HcalthCare DISCHARGE SUMMARY 

1" (;\iE OF PATIENT: ENGLAN~; l:ANNY 
MEDICAL RECORD NUMBER: 1153375 
ACCOUNT NUMBER: 36718179 

ADMISSION: 
DISCHARGE: 

SERVICE: 

08/1812007 
08/25/2007 

ATTENDING PHYSICIAN: 

PRINCIP AL FINAL DIAGNOSIS: 
1. Open right tibia fracture. 
2. Open right tibial pilon fracture. 

PROCEDURES: 

ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY 
MADHUSUDHAN Y AKKANTI, MD 

905 

1. Irrigation and debridement, external fixator application to right tibia fracture and right 
pilon fracture. Please see full dictated operative note for details of this procedure 
performed on 08118107. 
2. Split.,thickness skin graft to right lower extremity performed on 08123107 by Plastic 
Surgery Service. 

CONSULTATIONS: 
1. Trauma Surgery. 
2. Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery. 
3. Spine Surgery. 
4. Internal Medicine. 
5. Physical Therapy. 
6. Social Service. 

HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: The patient is a 47-year-old lady who was in a car 
accident as the restrained driver with prolonged extrication. She sustained a right lower 
extremity tibia and pilon fracture, which was open. She was seen and evaluated in the 
Emergency Room and admitted initially by the Trauma Surgery Service. > 

HOSPITAL COURSE: She was taken by the Orthopedic Surgery Service to the 
operating room on the first post-injury day. She was irrigated and debrided and an 
external fixator was placed. Antibiotic beads were placed. The beads were pulled and 
Plastic Surgery consult was obtained. The wound was covered by the plastic surgeons on 
08/24/07. 

Patient Name: ENGLAND, FANNY 
Medical Record Number: 1153375 

DISCHARGE SUMMARY 
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Dave Scott
EXHIBIT C


















































































